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Nothing Thou Love Be Lost or Die
Mary Whiting Brainerd and the Nineteenth Century Quilt Made For Her

at the Old Pine Street Presbyterian Church 

   The renowned Philadelphia Museum of Art
(PMOA) has in its collection many objects
described in detail, most with photographs and
complete descriptions. Often the details
regarding why they were made and for whom
are no longer known. However, a quilt in the
museum’s collection does have a known history -
linked to one of the most historic churches in
Philadelphia. Although officially named Third,
Scots and Mariners Presbyterian Church, even in
the Antebellum period the church was
commonly called Old Pine Presbyterian Church,
as it is now. (Figure 1) The quilt was made in 1846
by the women of the church for Mary Whiting
Brainerd, (Figure 2) the wife of Thomas Brainerd,
most important church pastor of the nineteenth
century. Moreover, The Brainerd Quilt is a
masterpiece of design and important for its
creation as an instrument of solace.

   This spectacular mid-nineteenth century
applique quilt ties together many different
threads with relevance to Old Pine: the
importance of the pastor and his wife to the
congregants; the initiative possessed by the
women of the congregation for social activism,
and; a reflection on this period’s recognition of
and attitudes toward emotional loss. But more
importantly, it illuminates Mary Whiting
Brainerd, the remarkable woman who was also
the wife of Rev. Thomas Brainerd, standing in
stark contrast to the stereotype of the
“dormouse” pastor’s wife.

“The oblivious wave of time closes so soon over those who fall in its current...” 
Mary Whiting Brainerd, Philadelphia, March 1870.1

Mary Whiting Brainerd details the accomplishments of her
husband’s works, before and after his becoming pastor at Old
Pine Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, PA. Brainerd, M, The
Life of Rev. Thomas Brainerd, D.D.-- For Thirty Years Pastor of Old
Pine Street Church, Philadelphia, (Philadelphia: J.B.Lippincott and
Co.,1870), Preface, Page vi.
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The 1846 Brainerd Quilt made by the women of the Old Pine Church,
Philadelphia for Mary Whiting Brainerd (Photograph courtesy of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Gift of Ian and Marran Ogilvie in memory
of the Brainerd/Ogilvie Family of Montreal, 2006-162-1)

Portrait of Mary Whiting
Brainerd, painted by
well-known miniature
artist Anson Dickinson in
New Haven, Connecticut,
1831 (Image courtesy of
Roger Whiting)



   Born in 1806,  Mary Whiting and her family
lived in the context of the turbulent social and
technological changes of the nineteenth century
and were active, engaged members of the
society around them. Mary’s parents, Daniel
Whiting and Elizabeth Powers, settled in Troy,
New York where Daniel Whiting was a prominent
lawyer, judge and bookseller.
   Although never truly wealthy, the Whitings
enjoyed a comfortable life both socially and
financially. All of Mary’s siblings were well
educated, artistic, and accomplished. Elizabeth
Whiting, born in 1804, was educated at the Troy
Female Seminary (NY) and was recognized for
musical acumen. Daniel, the oldest son, was a
graduate of West Point Academy and a high-
ranking U.S. officer in the Mexican and Civil Wars
who was also renowned for his artwork. William
Whiting graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy,
served with Admiral Perry on the historic
opening of Japan in the 1850s, while Henry
Laurens Whiting was an officer in the Coast
Guard and the chief cartographer who mapped
the coastline from Maine to Florida. Less is
known about the third daughter, Angelica
Whiting. Harriet, the youngest daughter born in
1818, who married prosperous Philadelphia
stockbroker George Young, was a member of
Old Pine during the ministry of her brother-in-
law, Dr. Brainerd.

   Much more serious tragedy occurred with
Mary’s first marriage. She married her cousin
Daniel Wadsworth Whiting in 1831 and they
lived in New Haven, Connecticut. But, Daniel
died the next year. Mary remained in New Haven
and eventually created The Microcosm, or Little
World of Home, a monthly magazine aimed at
women. The magazine was not the typical
women’s publication of the time—that is, one
filled with recipes, fashion plates and home
related activities. Instead, The Microcosm was
created for the married woman with children
with an explicit goal aimed directly at creating
the spiritual and intellectual environment in a
home to fulfill a woman’s very important role. In
her first issue, Mary asserted that

a literate and accomplished family 

editor and writer 
   The second daughter, Mary Whiting, born in
1806, was also highly educated. Family history
recalls several anecdotes about Mary’s early life.
Family lore recounts a young Mary almost hitting
Noah Webster while sledding, while another
recalls her raising a trapped eagle that became a
pet - one that became an early tragedy when the
bird was killed by a hunter causing Mary to cry.2
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 Brainerd, Dwight, Ancestry of Thomas Chalmers Brainerd,
(Portland, Maine: The Anthoensen Press, 1948), p. 304.
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The world is rolling on with the velocity of a
declining body near the close of its career—
and those who would do anything in aid of
the great moral and spiritual renovation
that is abroad, must be wide awake. Who
have more to do with it than mothers? Who
have more to gain from it than women? ...It
is in the nursery that the Christian...is first
trained, as well as the statesman and the
warrior. The elements of all that is great
and good and committed to the moulding
hand of maternal skill, and fearful
responsibilities are involved in the
trust...She who would govern her house
aright, must be the friend of God; and the
wisdom that cometh down from above is
pledged liberally to those who would ask
for it...
We would contribute our feeble endeavors,
in connection with the wisdom of others, to
furnish motives, and propose aids for
sustaining mothers in their arduous duties,
and will use all diligence to present an
acceptable offering... 3

Mary Whiting, “Introductory Appeal,” The Microcosm or Little
World of Home, Volume 1, Number 1, July 1834, pp. 3-4.
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   Mary posited in this essay: men are sent to
college to be educated and trained, but who is
responsible for their training before this time?
Who is leading these children before they go out
into the world? According to Mary, in the
“microcosm” of the home, the role of the mother
is the most important link in the chain from
childhood to adulthood. Mary believed this
“microcosm” should serve as the vehicle to
create a cultural connection between the
formative years in the home and the future
intellectual and spiritual life of children. 
   Mary’s role as an editor was unusual for a
female and did not fit the traditional image of a
nineteenth century woman. She wrote articles
and opinion pieces for her magazine and edited
the work of others who were featured in the
monthly publication. She oversaw the editing,
printing, and opened each issue with essays she
had penned. Mary held the reins of the business
portion of her magazine firmly in her grasp,
handling subscription sales and money
collection. Her goal, however, was not self-
promotion and, in some ways, she still followed
some of the stereotypical restrictions on her sex.
She never published her work under her actual
full name, signing her articles only as “W.W.”
Hence, today she remains referred to as the
“Unknown Author” of The Microcosm. 

   Mary published a wide variety of material in
The Microcosm, ranging from essays to poetry.
(Figure 3, 4) The format was consistent: after the
masthead there was a short topical essay,
written by Mary, where she set the tone for the
issue. This was followed by published pieces
from contributors specifically for the magazine
and others republished from other sources,
usually including citations for these borrowed
works. Poems were featured in each issue, some
written for the magazine, while others were
copies by famous poets such as Samuel Taylor
Coleridge. Topics ranged widely and included
mothers’ roles, education of children, spiritual
issues, even the treatment of servants.
Interestingly, in her early essay titled
“Management of Servants” she pointed out that
domestics should be paid well and even given
extra shillings in appreciation, a view consistent
with her family’s abolitionist beliefs.

Mary Whiting, "Introductory Appeal," The Microcosm, July 1834,
pp. 1-4.
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The initials W.W. stood for Mary’s birth name of Whiting and her
surname from her first marriage to her cousin, Daniel Whiting.
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Mary Whiting, “Management of Servants,” The Microcosm,
January 1835, pp. 7-9.
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Page One of the first edition
of the magazine edited by
Mary Whiting. (Photograph
by Charlene Bongiorno
Stephens)

Title Page of the first edition of
the magazine edited by Mary
Whiting. (Photograph by
Charlene Bongiorno Stephens)



   Mary became well-known among the New
Haven intellectual community for her publishing
abilities and drew the attention of none other
than the Rev. Lyman Beecher, Presbyterian
minister, social activist, and father of prominent
abolitionist and author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
Harriet Beecher Stowe. Rev. Beecher was so
impressed by Mary Whiting that he introduced
her to his fellow Presbyterian minister, widower
Dr. Thomas Brainerd, (Figure 5) also a prolific
writer and editor. Clearly, Thomas and Mary
were well-suited and in October 1836, they
married and moved to Philadelphia where he
became minister of the Old Pine Presbyterian
Church. His tenure lasted almost thirty years.

began with son Thomas Chalmers Brainerd born
in 1837 and a daughter, Mary Whiting Brainerd
and named after her mother.
Grandson Dwight Brainerd recalls more about
his grandmother during this period:

a marriage of the like-minded

   Dr. Brainerd and his wife, Mary, were revered
by the church’s congregation, not only for his
successful efforts to revive the church by
increasing membership, but also for the warm
leadership they both displayed. While Dr.
Brainerd immersed himself in building the
church enrollment and working to remodel the
church building, Mary raised their family which
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She was an omnivorous collector...and
specialized in engravings of Napoleon and
Byron. [She had a] small box containing a
fragment of Washington’s first coffin,
presented to Mrs. William Bradford
Whiting, a square inch of Lord Cornwallis’
flag (Grandmother vamped this treasure
from a venal town clerk), a splinter from
Fort Sumpter’s flag-staff (recaptured from
the home of Col. William Rhett at
Greenpond S.C) and one hair picked off the
collar of Gen. Winfield Scott (by
Grandmother, in church.) Laughing at [her]
acquisitiveness is hardly fair for, knowing
her tendency, the congregation of Pine
Street Church presented its manse with
many curious and valuable things—all later
bequeathed [to the descendants]. As an
interesting record of the place and times,
my sister particularly cherishes a bed-quilt
of which each parishioner worked a little
square, autographing it with indelible ink.

Brainerd, Dwight. Ancestry of Thomas Chalmers Brainerd, p. 305.
Underlining by the authors.
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Figure 5
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a quilt as solace for loss
   This cherished family heirloom bed-quilt made
by parishioners was born out of a tragedy that
befell Mary and Thomas Brainerd in January
1846 when their seven-year-old daughter, Mary
Whiting Brainerd, died suddenly and
unexpectedly from scarlet fever. 
   The women in the congregation clearly
recognized the pain Little Mary's death caused
her mother. The church women quickly
responded and created a spectacular bed-cover
for Mary Whiting Brainerd. The choice of a very
popular textile style to create a personal and

Dr. Thomas Brainerd, minister of the Philadelphia Old Pine
Church for 30 years from the Biography by Mary Whiting.
(Photograph by Charlene Bongiorno Stephens)



tangible object for Mary Whiting. This reminded 
 Mary of their concern for her caused by the loss
of her beloved daughter. 
   The Brainerd Quilt is immense, 109” x 120”, and
a masterpiece of high-style cutout chintz
appliqué, commonly referred to as broderie
perse, and very stylish at this time. The quilt
features cutouts of many different British floral
chintzes, very expensive imported fabrics. Each
of the 101 blocks was made and signed by a
different individual and features exquisite and
intricate inked names with personal
condolences. The large central panel was likely
inked by a professional scrivener and reads:
“Presented to Mrs. Mary Brainerd by Ladies of
the Third Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, May
1846.” (Figure 6).

and imagination. Memories and emotions once
belonging to private life became publicly
acknowledged through novels, poetry, religious
tracts, women’s magazines, and ubiquitous
autograph albums. 
   The Brainerd Quilt was donated to the
Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMOA) in 2006 by
Mary Whiting Brainerd’s descendants with the
stipulation that members of Old Pine Church be
permitted to view it. This quilt is like other quilts
made by this church and other religious
congregations in Philadelphia during the 1840s,
and research is underway to fully document this
distinct regional style. 
   Careful inspection of The Brainerd Quilt by the
authors during multiple study sessions at the
PMOA revealed many quilt blocks with Bible
verse inscriptions, references to hymns of
comfort and consolation, and philosophical
words of encouragement for the bereaved
mother. All blocks are inscribed with the maker’s
name in a florid, delicate script with indelible
India ink and a metal pen nib, some obviously by
hand, others most likely with stamps or stencils.
One block inscribed “Sarah R. Hamelin” has an
intricate and well-drawn image of a ship tossed
on waves at sea with the following verse:

Harold Vincent Milligan, The Best Loved Hymns and Prayers of the
American People (Garden City, New York: Garden City Publishing
Company, 1842),111. This verse is from the last hymn text by
British poet William Cowper in 1773-1774 and was penned
following his attempted suicide. 
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God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform
He plants his footsteps in the sea
And rides upon the Storm  (Fig. 7).8
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Figure 6

To understand the importance of this type of
quilt-making in the nineteenth century, it is
necessary to learn about the cultural
prominence placed then on these sentimental
objects of material culture. Nineteenth century
America was a whirlwind of rapid innovation—
changes in industry, society, and culture—and
this century of transformation affected the quilt
world as well. One innovation to style came in
the form of friendship or inscribed quilts—a new
design trend that first emerged in the 1840s
Philadelphia area, which spread rapidly up and
down the East Coast. The philosophical
movement of Romanticism also popularized the
trend of the midcentury inscribed quilts by
encouraging the expression of strong emotion 

Figure 7

Sarah Hamelin’s block on
the Brainerd Quilt features
a beautiful inking of a
masted ship and a verse
from a William Cowper
hymn. (Photograph by
Charlene Bongiorno
Stephens)

The inscription on the
central dedication block of
the Brainerd Quilt was most
likely inked by a
professional scrivener.
(Photograph by Charlene
Bongiorno Stephens)



   After little Mary's death, her mother continued
to be active in both the church and community.
Again, according to her grandson Dwight, Mary
was an active abolitionist during the Civil War,
writing opinion pieces for newspapers decrying
enslavement of human beings.  (Noteworthy is
Mary's growth regarding enslavement since her
grandfather, William Bradford Whiting, owned
slaves in New York in the mid 18th century.) 
   In the period after the Civil War, Mary Whiting
Brainerd lived through a series of events that
would destroy many people. In August 1866, the
Brainerds went to Scranton, Pennsylvania to visit
their daughter Emma, a married woman with
two young children. While the Brainerds were
enjoying time with their grandchildren, tragedy
again struck when both grandchildren died of
dysentery three days apart in mid-August. And
then, on August 22, while still in Scranton
mourning the loss of his grandchildren, Dr.
Brainerd died of apoplexy, after enduring two
weeks of severe despondency. Mary remained in
Scranton with her daughter Emma who was
pregnant with her third child. Sadly, Emma then
died of an unknown cause in 1868. Mary Whiting
Brainerd stayed in Scranton to take care of her
now one-year-old grandson.
   Mary returned to writing after her husband
Thomas’s 1866 death, penning a lengthy
biography of him. (Figure 10). The book details
Dr. Brainerd’s personal life, particularly in
Philadelphia. It was published by the Lippincott
Publishing Company in 1870 and reviewed in The
Philadelphia Inquirer on May 30, 1870. This
biography was a memorial to her husband, the
person, not just the minister; and the book did
exactly that. In his memory, Mary oversaw the
most impressive monument in Old Pine's 
 churchyard. She managed placement, soliciting 
 funds, and personally supervising its
construction. Being the largest monument, it
towers over the graveyard. 

   At this point in her life, three of Mary’s four
children had died and she went to live with her
only remaining child, Thomas Jr., in Montclair,
New Jersey, eventually moving with him to
Montreal, Canada in 1876. 
   Undeterred by the many tragedies in her life,
Mary Whiting Brainerd persevered, living a full
life in Montreal but still returned to Philadelphia,
maintaining friendships there. According to
grandson Dwight, Mary was still the same
outgoing presence she had always been and “as
the wife of a distinguished clergyman,
Grandmother possessed hosts of friends. On her
eightieth birthday, she received over a hundred
letters. [She] lived to eighty-three, retaining all
her faculties in a remarkable degree.” Mary died
at her son’s home in Montreal on February 12,
1889 and is buried near her husband in the
churchyard of the Old Pine Presbyterian Church.

strength despite further loss
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Brainerd, Dwight. Ancestry of Thomas Chalmers Brainerd, p. 305.
Dwight Brainerd’s reference to these abolitionist pieces is the
only current documentation for them, possibly because she did
not sign them, perhaps continuing her method of signing her
writing with only her initials.
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Brainerd, Dwight. Ancestry of Thomas Chalmers Brainerd, p. 308.10

Brainerd, Dwight. Ancestry of Thomas Chalmers Brainerd, p. 305.11

Title Page of the biography
of Dr. Thomas Brainerd
written by his wife, Mary
Whiting Brainerd.
(Photograph by Charlene
Bongiorno Stephens)



   The presentation quilt for Mary made by the
women of the church as consolation for her
daughter’s death clearly had a great impact on
Mary and her descendants. But it also made an
impression on another family member, Mary’s
sister Angelica and the Whiting sibling about
whom we know the least. Not unusual for
women born prior to 1850, there is little
documentary evidence for Angelica, aside from
her history of mental illness. On September 13,
1846, Angelica Whiting was taken by her brother
Henry Laurens Whiting to the Vermont Asylum
for the Insane in Brattleboro, Vermont with a
diagnosis of Mania. In the same week, another
woman, Mary Sophia Young, was admitted to
the Asylum with depression after the loss of her
infant. Angelica Whiting likely identified with this
fellow inmate’s situation since her sister Mary
Brainerd lost a child early in the same year.
Angelica quickly organized and completed a very
simple quilt for Mary Young, with signatures of
friends and family, presenting it to Mary before
her dismissal from the Vermont Asylum in
December 1846. This friendship quilt with a
block that reads “Insane Hospital.” is the only
currently documented nineteenth century quilt
made by an inmate in an asylum. Angelica
Whiting’s inscription on one block in her Asylum
Quilt hopes that: “Nothing thou love be lost or
die”—an apt description for the heartfelt
sentiment behind the creation of both The
Asylum and The Brainerd Quilts. (Figure 11)

   And so the creation of a bed-quilt by the
women of the Old Pine Church for solace had a
far-reaching effect, consoling not only Mary
Whiting Brainerd and her descendants, but a
Vermont Asylum inmate who had also lost her
child. Our research on the 1846 Asylum Quilt led
us to recreate the story of Mary Whiting
Brainerd, Angelica Whiting, and those whom
they loved. The Brainerd Quilt, cherished by the
Whiting/Brainerd family for generations, now
serves as a lasting tribute to the care and
concern of a group of church women for the
remarkable Mary Whiting Brainerd. 
   This article illuminates the many
accomplishments of Mary Whiting Brainerd, we
paraphrase her words in her husband’s
biography, and hope: 

Brainerd, M. The Life of Thomas Brainerd, Introduction, Preface,
Page vi.
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Figure 11 

inspiration for another 
quilt of solace

a lasting tribute

...that this imperfect effort to rescue the
earnest life of a [woman] who made it [her]
daily prayer that “the world might be the
better for [her] living in it”—may not be
wholly in vain.12

Signature of Angelica
Whiting on the Asylum
Quilt, made in 1846 for a
fellow inmate who had lost
a child as did her sister,
Mary Brainerd. (Photograph
by Charlene Bongiorno
Stephens)

Close up of the 1846 Brainerd Quilt, a block with inscription of Little
Mary’s name with the Bible verse: “Suffer the Little Children and forbid
them not to come unto me...”. (Photograph by Charlene Bongiorno
Stephens)



Old Pine Conservancy’s summer issue of Heritage is dedicated to revealing the life and times of Mary Whiting
Brainerd, wife of Thomas Brainerd, Old Pine Street Church’s seventh pastor, who led the church during the
Civil War. This article brings to life the remarkable Mary Brainerd. It also explores the creation of a rare and
extraordinary quilt gifted to Mary Brainerd, currently housed at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The Old Pine Conservancy is deeply grateful to the article’s authors, Charlene and William Stephens, of
Smyrna, Delaware. An independent researcher, Charlene has served at three universities and colleges in
Connecticut and Delaware and is currently pursuing research in mid-nineteenth century quilts and their
makers. In addition to his work as an independent researcher, William is a genealogist who is currently
researching antique quilts of the nineteenth century with an emphasis on documenting the lives of the
women who made these objects of material culture.

A major goal of the Old Pine Conservancy is breathing life into our retelling the stories of the people who
have gone before us and from whom we can learn much. We thank Charlene and William for helping us
achieve this goal.

A major work under way is the completion of a comprehensive survey of all burials at the Old Pine Street
Church graveyard. From this we will be able to develop an interactive link on our website that will facilitate
identifying the exact location of known graves.

The small colonial graveyard of Old Pine contains the spectrum of people who created our country. Our
commitment to preserving the past will inform future generations of the history found beneath our feet at
the Old Pine Street Church Historic graveyard. Your support is needed to complete these and other projects.

We are so pleased to announce that we have been awarded the following grants:
 - The National Society Daughters of the American Revolution awarded the Old Pine Conservancy a matching
grant of $10,000.00 to be used for the restoration and repair of our most fragile historic Grave markers. The
additional $10,000.00 as secure from contributions and donations.
 - Society Hill Civic Association awarded the Old Pine Conservancy $5,000.00, also to be used for the
restoration and repair of our most fragile historic Grave markers.
 - There are 66 grave markers in dire need of repair. These two grants will allow us to repair 26 most critically
damaged ones. Restoration and repairs will begin in early September and be completed by Materials
Conservation Collaborative, LLC.

You can help us preserve the past for the future. We invite you to join us in this endeavor with a
contribution. Visit our website, www.oldpineconservancy.org, and click on Donate to learn how you can
help.

Sincerely,

Alice Reyes
President
Old Pine Conservancy

Old Pine Conservancy accepting a grant from the Society Hill
Civic Association. Photo, left to right: Al Meinster, Docent and

SHCA Board Director; Dan Campbell, Treasurer/Historian, Old
Pine Conservancy; Alice Reyes, President, Old Pine Conservancy;

and Bill Jantsch, SHCA President.
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The Board of Trustees of the Old Pine Conservancy invites you to particpate with us in our
journey into the past - to help us understand our present and reshape our future.

412 Pine Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
phone // 215.925.8051 - email // info@oldpineconservancy.org - web // www.oldpineconservancy.org

board of directors
Alice Reyes, President - Daniel T. Campbell, Treasurer - Brittany Cohen, Secretary

Terry Mond, Trustee - Joel Spivak, Trustee - Kevin Williams, Trustee
Jane Wallace Alling, Advisor - Fred Beckley, Advisor - Frances Ruml Beckley, Advisor

Amy Grant, Advisor, Neil Ronk, Advisor - Linda Schrader, Advisor

who we are
Old Pine Conservancy is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization registerd in Pennsylvania. Old Pine
Conservancy actively seeks funding from foundations and government resources - as well as
from individuals and private historical organizations - as part of our long - and short-term
planning. our mission and goals

We preserve the historic Old Pine Street Church graveyard, a nationally recognized
site, that contains the graves of over 200 veterans of the American Revolution. 

we conduct research into the lives of those buried here and publish biographical
sketches we make available to the community on our website.

We conduct tours and invite our audience to not only interpret the significance of
this site, but also share their own experience.

We develop educational programs that engage all citizens in exploring and
understanding our collective past and its impact on us today.

We conduct lectures and prgrams that promote our educational program and
explore our past.

about this publication
Heritage Magazine, Vol. 3, No. 2, is published by the Old Pine Conservancy, a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization
(Federal ID# 23-6269064). All contributions are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

Rights and Permissions: The copyright for article published in this edition is owned by its authors, William and
Charlene Bongiorno Stephens.

On the cover: The 1846 Brainerd Quilt at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Photo, back, left to right: Old Pine
Members, Dan Campbell, Maryfrances Davis, Alice Reyes, Beth Gibson, and authors Charlene Bongiorno
Stephens and William Stephens. Front, left to right, Old Pine Members, Robin Goldfedder and Karen Stevens.
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 - Local men and women who lived, labored, and fought during the
American Revolution?

 - Philadelphia abolitionists and freed Black leaders who promoted the
cause of Emancipation?

 - The real story behind the notorious pirate Blackbeard?
 

- Why a famous Philadelphia Orchestra Maestro is buried at Old Pine Street
Church?

Interested in History, and...

Explore these and other stories here at:
 

The Historic Graveyard at
Old Pine Street Presbyterian Church

412 Pine Street, Phila., PA 19106

Scan this QR code to access
self-guided tours available in
both English and Spanish. 
Mon-Fri 9:00 am-3:00 pm
and Sat 8:30 am-2:00 pm 
(Except holidays) 

Guided tours are offered on Saturdays,
from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm, 

weather permitting.
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412 Pine Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

(215) 925-8051
www.oldpineconservancy.org
info@oldpineconservancy.org


